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Question:74
A global telecommunications company wants to allow its business practitioners to create onboarded traits for onboarded first-party data through Natural
Match. The business practitioners only have access to their own region-specific data sources.
The Customer ID is synched with Data Source ID: 432145.
The Latin America Business Practitioner has access to Data Source ID: 761432.
Adobe Experience Cloud ID is enabled. The files are split by each region.
Which design should the architect select to meet these requirements?
A. Use 761432 as the DPID and 432145 as the TDPID in the file name
B. Add a column in the file for Data Source 761432
C. Use 761432 as the DPID in the file name
D. Use 432145 as the DPID and 761432 as the TDPID in the file name

Answer: B

Question: 75
An architect needs to devise a plan to capture user activity given the following scenario:
A credit card company plans to run an acquisition program in partnership with a hospitality company.
The hospitality company agrees to advertise the credit card company’s product offer on its website to its current customers.
The hospitality company redirects the current customers to the credit card company’s website to apply for the credit card after clicking on the advertisement.
The hospitality company wants to track the members’ actions on the credit card application pages in Audience Manager.
What should an architect recommend to meet these requirements?
A. Deploy Audience Manager tracking pixel on credit card application pages
B. Activate loyalty members’ data using the services of an onboarding partner
C. Deploy Audience Manager DIL code on credit card company website
D. Enable server-side forwarding with the credit card company

Answer: C

Question: 76
Question: 77
A client needs to send marketing emails using Adobe Campaign to all customers who have logged in to the website within the past 30 days but have only
bought products at a retail store location. These customers are represented in AAM using the segment name of "1st Party: Recent Visitor – Retail Shoppers".
Which identifier should an architect use to meet these requirements?
A. Declared ID
B. Experience Cloud ID
C. Profile ID
D. AAM UUID

Answer: D

Question: 78
A client wants to increase website performance by limiting the number of Experience Cloud JavaScript server calls.
Which action should the architect recommend to meet the requirements?
A. Create a data source in AAM for Adobe Analytics
B. Disable the outbound Analytics Destination in AAM
C. Enable Adobe Analytics server-side forwarding
D. Implement the latest version of the AAM Data Integration Library (DIL)

Answer: D

Question: 79
A large bank needs to develop the taxonomy to manage its assets in the Audience Manager given the following scenario:
Collects site activity data from multiple websites set up for a respective Line of Business (LOB)
Has extensive data available in CRM system on its current customers
Tracks media in DMP (Display, Video, Search, Social, etc.)

Has multiple teams and partners using the data available within Audience Manager for audience development Uses Audience Manager as a central platform to
develop and activate audiences in owned and paid channels
Which recommendation should an architect make for Traits name taxonomy development?
A. Indicate the name of the segment using the Trait in segment development
B. Indicate the destination partner, signal, and name of source of data
C. Indicate the name of the segment using the Trait and the destination partner
D. Indicate the collection method, signal, and name of source of data

Answer: B

Question: 80
An architect is examining the network traffic on a client’s website to verify that server-side forwarding is working correctly.
What should the architect look for in the response to the Adobe Analytics call?
A. 2 × 2 image/gif
B. asynchronous iframe
C. "stuff"
D. "SUCCESS"

Answer: B
Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/analytics/admin/admin-tools/server-side-forwarding/ssf-verify.html
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